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logline

After getting kicked out of her sister's place, Cassandra falls hard and 

fast for Nathan, a local DJ. After a whirlwind romance, he starts 

distancing them from her friends and family, and his demands grow 

increasingly darker. Confused and desperate, she must figure out how 

to save another from the same fate, and decide what her own freedom 

is worth.



synopsis

After getting thrown out by her sister Roxanne, Cassandra meets Nate, a 

local DJ who sells car stereos to get by. Nate bombs her with love and 

surprises her with gifts. A whirlwind romance, they flirt and share 

dreams about the future and quickly move in together. Cassandra is 

taken in by the love and affection, and finally feels safe. Looking for 

work, Nate convinces her that she could be a dancer at the adult club 

he spins at. She’ll be okay, because he’ll be watching from the booth - 

plus, they could use the moneplus, they could use the money. 

Roxy shows up to check on her sister, but Nate sends her away. Cass 

loses her wallet, and Nate insists her money is better off with him. Nate’s 

need for control grows alongside his jealousy as his demands grow 

increasingly darker. Lost and confused, Cass is able to escape to her 

mother’s. Her sister provides a glimpse of a different life. Cass wants to 

stay, but has to go back for her car.

When Cass retuWhen Cass returns, a young girl named April answers the door. Cass 

tries to befriend her, to protect her, and finally gives her everything she 

has to just leave. When Nate discovers this betrayal, Cass must 

ultimately decide what her own freedom is worth.



director’s statement

Growing up in Las Vegas, I was close with a girl who found her way 

into the sex industry at a very young age. As she moved from stripping 

into prostitution, I was fascinated and horrified by the subtle 

manipulations and coercions employed by her boyfriend. Their 

relationship seemed normal, but beneath the surface he was pursuing a 

slow and relentless campaign to control her life and pressure her into the 

sex trade. YOU MEAN EVERYTHING TO ME is inspired by her struggle. 

It is a less a film about one womanIt is a less a film about one woman’s descent into prostitution than what 

happens when a giver meets a taker, when a vulnerable young woman 

who has been conditioned to live for others encounters a narcissist 

incapable of empathy. 

Though many cases go unreported, it’s estimated that almost 30,000 

cases of sex trafficking occurred in the U.S in 2016, and over 4 million 

globally. Many victims first become romantically involved with a man 

who manipulates them into prostitution. This is one such story – one of 

infatuation, exploitation, and ultimately, redemption.



morgan saylor - cassandra

In 2009, Morgan was cast as Dana Brody on Showtime's HOMELAND 

when she was fifteen years old. She starred alongside Kevin Costner in 

Disney's MCFARLAND, originated the role of Penny in WHEN WE 

WERE YOUNG AND UNAFRAID at the Manhattan Theatre Club and 

as Leah in the Elizabeth Wood’s Sundance breakout film WHITE GIRL. 

Morgan’s recent films include Maggie Betts’ NOVITIATE, Marco La Via 

& Hanna Ladoul’s WE THE COYOTES, and Bridget Savage Cole & 

Danielle KrudyDanielle Krudy’s BLOW THE MAN DOWN. She was twice nominated 

for a Screen Actors Guild Award in Outstanding Performance by an 

Ensemble in a Drama Series.



ben rosenfield - nathan

Ben Rosenfield played Willie Thompson on the fourth and fifth seasons 

of HBO's period drama series BOARDWALK EMPIRE. He starred as 

Tommie Scheel in Matt Wolf’s TEENAGE, Henry Ellis in Kate 

Barker-Froyland’s SONG ONE, Fisher Miller in the Kevin Asch’s 

AFFLUENZA, Dan Mercer in Hannah Fidell’s 6 YEARS, and Bertram 

Flusser in James Schamus’ INDIGNATION. In 2017, he portrayed Sam 

Colby in the third season of David Lynch's TWIN PEAKS. Recent films 

include Dustin Guy Defainclude Dustin Guy Defa’s PERSON TO PERSON and Hannah Fidell’s 

THE LONG DUMB ROAD.



bryan wizemann - writer/director

Bryan wrote and directed the feature film ABOUT SUNNY, starring 

Lauren Ambrose, Dylan Baker, and Penelope Ann Miller. The film 

premiered at the Toronto International Film Festival, won the Grand Jury 

Prize at IFF Boston, and was on many year’s best lists. Rex Reed called 

it a “wrenching but admirably unsentimental film about the bravery of 

the human condition.” Lauren Ambrose was nominated for an 

Independent Spirit Award for Best Female Lead, and the film was 

distributed by Oscilloscope.distributed by Oscilloscope.

His previous feature LOSING GROUND (Cinequest, CineVegas, Santa 

Fe) was adapted from his critically acclaimed New York stage play and 

features the original cast. It was called “fascinating filmmaking that gets 

to the core of humanity” by Film Threat and is available from Netflix.

Bryan lives and works in Brooklyn, New York. 



about sunny



matt grady - producer

Matt Grady is the founder of Factory 25, an independent film 

production and distribution company launched in 2009. Factory 25 is 

a home for conceptually provocative narratives and documentaries. 

Grady was recently named "One of the Most Influential People in 

Brooklyn Culture," and has been called "One of the most important 

curatorial voices of new, independent American films." His mission is 

to expose the world to under-the-radar films, music, and other 

curiosities theatricallcuriosities theatrically, digitally, on TV, VOD, via subscription, limited 

edition DVDs with vinyl LPs and books.

Recent and upcoming titles include ALL THIS PANIC, MA, CHRISTMAS, 

AGAIN, ICAROS: A VISION, UNCLE KENT 2, STINKING HEAVEN, 

Alex Ross Perry's THE COLOR WHEEL, SUN DON'T SHINE and the 

Zellner Brother's KID THING. Grady also produced Nathan Silver's 

THE GREAT PRETENDER, Onur Tukel's APPLESAUCE and SUMMER OF 

BLOOD and Theodore Collatos' TORMENTING THE HEN. Factory 25 

headquarters is in Brooklyn, New York.



mark schwartzbard - dp

Mark Schwartzbard has shot fourteen narrative feature films including 

Sophia Takal's ALWAYS SHINE, Rick Alverson’s THE COMEDY, 

Demetri Martin's feature directorial debut DEAN, Courteney Cox's 

feature directorial debut JUST BEFORE I GO, and Bryan Wizemann’s 

ABOUT SUNNY. His television credits include Aziz Ansari's Netflix 

series MASTER OF NONE, the Judd Apatow produced Netflix series 

LOVE, and the Showtime series LA LA LAND. 

michael taylor - editor

Michael Taylor’s feature film credits include Sydney Freeland’s DEIDRA 

& LANEY ROB A TRAIN, Liza Johnson’s  ELVIS & NIXON and 

HATESHIP LOVESHIP, Elizabeth Wood’s WHITE GIRL, Jake Mahaffy’s 

FREE IN DEED, Rick Alverson’s ENTERTAINMENT and THE COMEDY, 

Ira Sachs’ LOVE IS STRANGE, and Bryan Wizemann’s ABOUT 

SUNNY. He also edited Margaret Brown’s documentary features THE 

ORDER OF MYTHS and BE HERE TO LOVE ME: A FILM ABOUT 

TOWNES TOWNES VAN ZANDT.







contact

Bryan Wizemann

bryan@wizemann.com

bryanwizemann.com

Matt Grady

matt@factory25.com

factory25.com
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